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Rapid mixing of liquids is important for most microfluidic applications. However, mixing is slow in conventional
micromixers, because, in the absence of turbulence, mixing here occurs by molecular diffusion. Recent experiments
show that mixing can be enhanced by generating transient flow resulting in chaotic advection. While these are planar
microchannels, here we show that three-dimensional orientations of fluidic vessels and channels can enhance significantly
mixing of liquids. In particular, we present a novel, multihelical microchannel system built in soft gels, for which
the helix angle, helix radius, axial length, and even the asymmetry of the channel cross section are easily tailored to
achieve the desired mixing. Mixing efficiency increases with helix angle and asymmetry of channel cross section,
which leads to orders of magnitude reduction in mixing length over conventional mixers. This new scheme of generating
3D microchannels will help in miniaturization of devices, process intensification, and generation of multifunctional
process units for microfluidic applications.

Introduction

Many microfluidic applications require rapid mixing of liquids
(e.g., microfluidic total analytical systems,1,2DNA sequencing,3

chemical synthesis,4,5 process intensification,6 cell lysis,7 and
transient analysis of intracellular signal transduction processes).8

Even in nature, the chemical defense system of many insects
demands rapid mixing of enzymes and reactants inside glands
and fluid vessels for rapid synthesis and discharge of toxic
chemicals on predators.9 However, the small dimension of
these fluidic systems is detrimental for mixing as it results in
laminar flow inside the channels. In the absence of turbulence,
mixing here occurs by the molecular diffusion between different
streams. Mixing enhances at low Pe´clet number (Pe ) Ud/D,
whereU is average velocity of flow,d is diameter of the channel,
andD is molecular diffusivity) flow, which rather results in the
counterintuitive observation that mixing is enhanced at low
Reynolds number (Re) Ud/V, whereV is kinematic viscosity).

Earlier experiments with channels having grooved walls10-13

and serpentine or helical structure5,14-16have revealed that mixing
can be improved by “chaotic advection”,17 which involves
breaking, stretching, and folding of liquid streams leading to the
increase in interfacial contact between the fluids. While these
are examples of microchannels designed in planar platforms, in
this article we present novel three-dimensional (3D) microfluidic
channel systems that are generated monolithically in poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) using twisted nylon threads as
template.18 The channels are generated in the form of helices
with cross sections consisting of three or more branches, the
orientation of which changes along the length of the channel. In
contrast to conventional circular and rectangular microchannels,
such design leads to inherent asymmetry of the channel cross
section, which is altered systematically by varying the number
of the branches. We have studied also the effect of helix angle
and the mixing length of the microchannel on mixing of two
different liquids. These experiments show that the helical mixer
facilitates strong chaotic flow even at low Reynolds number,
which enhances the mixing efficiency.

Flow of a fluid inside a single curved tube is characterized by
the nondimensional Dean’s number,19 which accounts for the
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relative magnitude of inertial and centrifugal to viscous forces:
κ ) (d/R)0.5Re; here,Ris the radius of curvature of the flow path,
d is the diameter of the tube, andRe is the Reynolds number.
When the Dean’s number is small, the centrifugal force is not
strong enough to perturb the axial flow in tube, but for a large
enough Dean’s number, the axial flow inside the tube is perturbed
by a secondary flow in the transverse plane, which can engender
chaotic advection in the laminar regime. In the context of mixing
of different streams, chaotic flow leads to rapid stretching and
overlapping of interfacial area, which enhances the mass transfer.
However, for the 2D planar spiral microchannel, the curvilinear
path of the fluid is not enough to generate the chaotic advection
as it necessitates also time-dependent flow, which is achieved
by varying the channel cross section or by the split and recombine
arrangement.14-16 Such requirement of transient flow is not
necessary in a 3D microchannel (e.g., in a helical or twisted
channel in which the plane of curvature constantly changes so
that the planar streamlines of the secondary flow get constantly
sheared, giving rise to chaotic trajectories of particles). This
effect is further enhanced for the channel systems shown in Figure
1A-C in which the cross section consisting of multiple branches
is inherently asymmetric. In such geometry, the strain rate of the
cross-sectional flow changes with respect to the angular location,
leading to further shearing and distortion of the interfaces. The
Reynolds numberRe ) Ud/V inside these microchannels is
estimated by takingd as the hydraulic diameter:d ) 4Ac/P,
whereAc is the cross-sectional area andP is the wetted perimeter.
U andV are the average fluid velocity inside the channel and
fluid kinematic viscosity, respectively. In Figure 1E, we show
the optical image of the side view of a microchannel of helix
angleθ ) 12° and hydraulic diameterd ) 61 µm in which two
differently colored liquids are pumped in at equal flow rate. At
the inlet, we see the presence of two distinctly colored liquids
(i.e., yellow and blue) that mix rather slowly atRe ) 1 via
molecular diffusion. As a result, we see incomplete mixing within

an axial length ofL ) 1 mm. However, the image in Figure 1F
represents a channel in which the helix angle is increased toθ
) 36° while the mixing length is maintained at 1 mm. The
progressive mixing of the liquids is very evident here atRe)
150, as we see the appearance of convoluted streaks of green
color that appear in increasing density toward the outlet. These
streaks signify the presence of interface between the lamella
structure of two liquid elements that undergo stretching and
folding characteristic of the chaotic flows. Interestingly, with
continuous feeding of the liquid, such a pattern remains stationary,
unlike in turbulent flow in which vortices appear, disappear, and
change locations with time. In Figure 1G, we show a series of
representative images of the output samples obtained at progres-
sively increasing Reynolds number from a channel of helix angle
θ ) 15° and mixing lengthL ) 1 mm. From the color of these
images, we infer that whereas mixing is nearly complete at low
Re(Re< 3), it decreases as the flow rate is increased (3< Re
< 5). The mixing remains almost unaltered at the intermediate
range of 5< Re< 15, beyond which mixing increases again
because of the chaotic advection triggered by the secondary
Dean’s flow.

These observations are quantified systematically in Figure
2A, in which we plot the mixing efficiency as a function of the
Dean’s number for channels of constant mixing length:L ) 1
mm, hydraulic diameterd ) 61 µm, and a variety of helix
angles:θ ≈ 6-36°. Here, the radius of curvatureRof the flow
path is approximated by considering the radius of curvature of
each branch of the helix:F/sin2 θ, whereθ is the helix angle
andF is the helix radius (Figure 1C). Substituting the relation
for R, we obtained Dean’s number asκ ) (d/F)0.5 Re sin θ.
Similar to that of 2D planar spirals, at very low Dean’s number,
inertial andcentrifugal forcesarenot strongenough tosignificantly
perturb the axial laminar flow so that mixing occurs primarily
by the molecular diffusion which is promoted by the long
residence time of the liquid in the channel. With increase in

Figure 1. Schematic of mixing experiment in helical microchannels. (A) Triple helical microchannel with controlled mixing lengthL and
the helix angleθ are embedded in a block of PDMS. Two liquid streams colored differently are pumped into the microchannel, and three
output samples are taken from outlet ports for image analysis. (B-D) Magnified top and side views of the mixing zone show the geometry
of a typical channel. (E, F) Optical images of the side view of microchannels depict progressive mixing of liquids. (E) Obtained for a channel
with helix angleθ ) 12° and mixing lengthL ) 1 mm atRe) 1. (F) θ ) 36°, L ) 1 mm atRe) 150. (G) Series of images depict the
unmixed color of the input samples and the mixed color of the output samples showing the extent of mixing at various Reynolds numbers
inside a microchannel of helix angleθ ) 15° and mixing lengthL ) 1 mm.
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liquid flow rate, however, the reduction in residence time leads
to decrease in the mixing efficiencyη albeit to different extent
for channelsofdifferenthelixangles:η decreases less for channels
of larger helix angle. In contrast to conventional mixers, mixing
efficiency does not decrease indefinitely with increase in the
liquid flow rate or the Pe´clet number; two opposing effects arrest
the diminishing influence of decrease in the residence time of
the liquid: although the axial lengthL of the channels is kept
constant, the effective flow pathL/cosθ in each helix increases
with increase in the helix angle. Furthermore, stronger twisted
flow inside the channel triggers the transverse secondary flow,
which too becomes significant.20-23 The combined effects of
these two phenomena lead to a critical Dean’s number at which
the mixing efficiencyη reaches a plateau value. The mixing
efficiency remains nearly unaltered until a second critical value
is reached beyond whichη starts to increase again. Thus, the first
critical Dean’s number is triggered by the in-plane secondary
flow, which being inherently asymmetric arrests the fall in the
mixing efficiency and maintains it at the plateau valueηmin until
the chaotic advection triggers at a second critical Dean’s number
κ ) 20. It should be noted, however, that the Dean’s number
alone cannot capture the fluid flow in such a complicated
geometry, as it accounts only for the curvature of the helical tube
but does not incorporate the effect of its torsion. In fact, it has
been shown by perturbation analysis that the twisting flow in a

single helical tube affects the secondary flow only in the second
order of the perturbation expansion of the velocity field.21,22As
a result, the strength of the radial and the angular components
of the velocity that actually affect the transport in the transverse
plane depends upon (τd2/R)1/4 Re, where the torsionτ ) sin θ
cosθ/F and radius of curvature 1/R) sin2 θ/F. Thus, the relevant
nondimensional number that characterizes the 3D flow in a single
helical channel isRe(d/F)1/2ê, whereê ) (sin3 θ cosθ)1/4. Indeed,
when we plot the data of mixing efficiencyηmin for channels
with various helix angles againstê, notwithstanding the inherent
complicacy of the channel geometry, all data fall on a single
straight line (Figure 2C). This signifies that the above scaling
deduced for a single helical channel captures well the transverse
flow for a triple helical channel. Importantly, in these channels
mixing efficiency never decreases belowηmin corresponding to
a given mixing length. For example, Figure 2B shows that, for
a microchannel withθ ) 36° and L ) 1.0 mm, the mixing
efficiency exceeds 85% at all values of the Dean’s number. Mixing
is enhanced further when the mixing length is increased. This
is quantified in a different set of experiments in which the mixing
length of the microchannels is varied fromL ≈ 0.5-2.5 mm
while the helix angle is maintained unaltered atθ ≈ 16° (Figure
2B). The mixing efficiency data plotted in Figure 2D show that
ηmin increases with the mixing length asηmin ≈ L1/2, remaining
consistently high:η > 90% at all values ofκ beyondL ) 2.0
mm. This result is rationalized by considering that mixing
efficiency increases with the extent of transverse diffusion (10):
ηmin ≈ (Dτ)1/2, whereτ ≈ (L/U) is the residence time of the
liquids inside the microchannel andD is the molecular diffusivity.
Substitution of these results yields the scaling relationηmin ≈
L1/2 as seen in experiments.

While the discussion above focuses on a triple helical
microchannel, we have probed also the effect of asymmetry of
the cross section on mixing. We used three, four, and seven
twisted nylon threads as templates to prepare channels 1, 2, and
3, respectively, as in Figure 3. The mixing length and the helix
angle for all these channels are kept constant (L ) 1.0 mm and
θ ) 16°). Mixing experiments were carried out in these channels
as shown in Figure 1A. The plateau value of the mixing efficiency
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Figure 2. Mixing efficiency as a function of mixing length and
helix angle. (A) Mixing efficiencyη values obtained from experiments
with channels of various helix anglesθ ) 6-36° and mixing length
L ) 1.0 mm are plotted with respect to Dean’s numberκ of the flow
of liquid through these channels. (B) Mixing efficiencyη values
obtained from experiments with channels of various mixing lengths
L ) 0.5-2.5 mm and helix angleθ ) 16° are plotted against Dean’s
number,κ. The solid lines in these plots are a guide to the eye. (C)
Minimum mixing efficiency dataηmin obtained from graphs in (A)
are plotted with respect to the helix angle. The best fit of these data
shows thatηmin increases linearly withθ2/3. (D) Similarly, the best
fit of ηmin obtained from graphs in (B) shows thatηmin increases
linearly with xL.

Figure 3. Minimum mixing efficiency for varying shapes of cross
sections of the microchannels. Bar chart shows the minimum mixing
efficiency in microchannels of mixing lengthL ) 1.0 mm, helix
angleθ ) 16°, and cross sections having three, four, and six cells.
The micrographs show the cross section of the microchannels. The
scale bar is 50µm.
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from these different experiments is plotted in the bar chart, which
shows that the minimum mixing efficiency increases from triple
to quadruple helical channel possibly because of increase in
level of asymmetry of the cross section. The mixing efficiency
decreases thereafter, because with increase in the number of
branches in the cross section, its shape asymptotically converges
to a symmetric circular one. Thus, maximum efficiency is
achieved for an optimum shape of the cross section, which is
maximally asymmetric.

To summarize, the method presented here for generating 3D
micromixers in PDMS is easily implemented in several other
materials (e.g., hydrogel, ceramics, and carbon). The simplicity
of this technique allows also modulation of mixing via several
controllable parameters (e.g., helix angle, helix radius, and the
asymmetry of the channel cross section), which cannot be
accomplished in conventional planar systems. Importantly, the
mixing efficiency can be maintained at a constant level over a
range of values of Reynolds numbers as suggested by the plateau
value, which renders the microchannel less susceptible to flow
fluctuations and other alterations in the process. While the results
presented here concern mixing of two different liquid streams
in a triple helical mixer, such a system was effectively used also
for mixing of three different liquids. In fact, multihelical
microchannels as in Figure 3 can facilitate mixing of multiple
different streams. These results signify also that the geometry,
particularly the 3D orientations of fluidic vessels, plays an
important role in enhancing mixing of liquids in many natural
systems. In addition to mixing, such a system should effectively
play the role of many other process units (e.g., microreactor,
heat exchanger, and separator).

Experimental Section

The microchannels were generated in blocks of cross-linked PDMS
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning product), while slender nylon monofila-
ments of diameter 50µm were used to form the 3D oriented
template.18Solvents such as chloroform and triethylamine were used
for swelling the cross-linked PDMS. Food dyes were used for
quantifying the extent of mixing inside the channels.

Figure 4 depicts the process of preparing the template for generating
the microchannels. Several strands (three to seven) of nylon
monofilaments of diameter 50µm were fixed at equal angular spacing
to two parallel rigid cylinders, one of which was rotated relative to
the other. The spacing between the disks and the extent of revolution
was adjusted to twist the filaments to a desired twisting angle and
axial length, which were monitored using a microscope fitted with
a camera. The twisted structure was then heated at 100°C for an
hour to form a permanent template that was embedded inside a
block of PDMS (Sylgard 184 elastomer). The cross-linked block
was immersed in a suitable solvent (e.g., chloroform and triethy-

lamine), which swelled the polymer by 25-30% by length but did
not affect the nylon thread. The filaments of the thread were then
withdrawn by gently pulling them out of the swollen block, leaving
behind a helical channel. The PDMS block was deswollen back by
slow evaporation of the solvent. Figure 1a shows the cross section
of a typical microchannel which consists of three branches
corresponding to a template generated using three monofilaments.
The helix angle of these channels was varied betweenθ ) 6-36°,
while the mixing length was maintained atL ) 0.5-2.5 mm. Channels
with helix angleθ > 36° could not be generated because the template
could not be maintained axially straight beyond this limit.

The mixing experiments were done by pumping in these channels
two water streams colored differently. Blue and yellow dyes (food
colors) were mixed separately with DI water (∼10% by weight) and
were deaerated in vacuum to remove the dissolved air. The
temperature of these liquids was maintained at 22( 0.5 °C so as
to carry out the experiment at constant viscosity. The two liquid
streams were pumped through two inlet ports of a triple helical
channel as shown in Figure 1A, while the third unused port was kept
closed. The output streams from the mixer were collected separately
from the three outlet ports, which were imaged using a digital camera.
Mixing efficiency was measured by estimating the gray scale values
of the three outlets samples and their standard deviationσ. Similarly,
the standard deviationσ0 of the gray scale values of the pure colors
was also obtained. The mixing efficiency was then estimated asη
) (1- σ/σ0) × 100%. This definition implies that mixing efficiency
is a measure of mass transport between different branches of the
mixer.
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Figure 4. Schematic of a homemade gadget used to generate template
for preparing twisted microchannels. Three or more nylon monofila-
ments are twisted to a desired degree to achieve a particular twisting
angle and axial length.
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